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GROCERY SHOPPING - THE FLEXIBLE WAY
OR HOW TO PLAN YOUR MEALS WITHOUT PLANNING TO...

I have observed three types of shoppers:
1. Those who plan everything in advance and arrive at the shop with a detailed grocery list;
2. those who go shopping without a plan and let themselves be inspired by
the spur of the moment;
3. and those in between, that go shopping with a partial grocery list and
complete it as needed.
Which type are you?
I tried all three methods at different times, with mixed success.
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The first method, a detailed shopping list based on a meal plan, was what
worked the best for me for many years. It helped me saving time shopping
and reducing food waste, and allowed me to cook better, more varied food.
With the software I wrote, ShopʼNCook (http://www.shopncook.com), the
planning doesnʼt require much time at all either, since the software takes
care of all the time-consuming parts of meal planning: scaling recipes, aggregating the quantities and listing the ingredients by aisles.
But meal planning is hard to keep up. Life happens. There is always a time
when you end up going shopping without a meal plan and a grocery list,
which for me is roughly equivalent to cooking pasta the whole week, while
good food spoils forgotten in the fridge.
Also, lately I became budget-conscious and started to realize that planning
meals in advance is just too expensive.
Supermarkets discount grocery items on a regular basis. A fixed meal plan
does not give enough flexibility to take the best advantage of bargains.

Planning meals after the fact
About two years ago, I adopted a new way of shopping.
With the help of my first iPhone application, ShopʼNCook Lite app, I was taking part of my recipe collection to the supermarket and selected recipes in
function of the best deals I was finding in the shop - searching for appropriate recipes on the Internet if needed - and was purchasing the ingredients
accordingly.
Then back home, I was making a post-meal planning, programming the
meals in function of what I had purchased in order to avoid food waste.
This shopping method was very time-consuming - I was spending a lot of
time going back and forth in the shop and occasionally needed a second or
third trip to get items I had forgotten - but I estimate it allowed us to lower our
grocery bill by at least 30%.
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That is how I started to imagine an app that would facilitate the whole process and allow to shop with a maximum flexibility, generating the shopping list
and meal plan and allowing to modify them on the go as you shop.
This is how my new app, iShopNCook (http://www.ishopncook.com) was
born.
Let me tell you a few of the things it can do.

Adding recipes
To make it easy to take all your recipes
with you to the shop, I have built several
ways to add your recipes to the app.
First, you can take a snapshot of a recipe
from a book, newspaper clip, food package, etc.
Alternatively, you can type or copy & paste
a recipe to add it to the app.
The picture or text will be sent to my server
for analysis and sent back to the app as a
formatted recipe with the ingredients and
quantities recognized.
If you have been using ShopʼNCook software, you can export your cookbooks to
the iPhone via iTunes or by synchronizing.
If you have your personal recipes in text files on your computer, you can easily create a cookbook with them with any of the edition of ShopʼNCook software (including the free ShopʼNCook Reader) and then transfer it to the
iPhone.
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iShopNCook app synchronizes also with the Direct Access database and imports automatically your recipes. If you have been using ShopʼNCook Lite
app, you will have therefore access to all your recipes.
Note however that besides the synchronization, iShopNCook app is independent of the Direct Access recipes database. You donʼt get the whole database on your phone and cannot add your recipes to it directly from the app.
If you donʼt have yet a recipe collection, the app comes also with several
cookbooks to help you getting started. You can also import recipes from the
internet and grow your collection as you use it.

Searching and viewing recipes
I have added an advanced search function
to allow you to locate the perfect recipe rapidly.
You can search your recipes per:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cookbook,
title,
ingredients,
type of meal,
rating,
cooking time,
etc.

The app lets you sort the results by the
number of ingredients you have to purchase
according to the content of your pantry, so
that you can choose easily the best recipe for your budget.
Each cookbook can also be browsed alphabetically, per chapter and per type
of meal.
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Once you have found an appropriate recipe, you can scale it to the number
of servings of your choice and add it to the shopping list and to your calendar.

Managing the pantry and supermarkets
The app comes with a database of over
2000 grocery items.
You access visually the main grocery items
in the cellar.
The cellar lets you add individual items to
the shopping list and set up your pantry.
You can also manage your supermarkets
and your database of products.
With the prebuilt database of grocery items,
adding a new supermarket and sorting its
aisles only takes a few minutes.

Making a shopping list
You build your shopping lists by adding individual items from the cellar and
adding the ingredients from your recipes. The shopping list sorts itself automatically according to the aisles of your supermarket.
You have complete control of what gets added to the shopping list.
iShopNCook app takes also into account the content of your pantry and only
adds the ingredients you need.
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The quantities of your ingredients are aggregated for all your recipes and the total
quantity displayed in practical units of
measure. If you have input the exact product information, the app even computes and
displays the number of units to purchase
with a picture.
If you prefer planning your meals in advance, you can continue doing so in the
comfort of your computer with ShopʼNCook
software and then transfer your shopping
list to the app.
For each ingredient, you can check with a
tap the breakdown per recipe of the total
quantity so that you always know what you
purchase it for.
The grocery list is completely flexible. You can adapt it to what you find in the
supermarket: add recipes, remove them or change the number of servings
as you go.

Comparing prices
With the built-in barcode scanner, you can record the actual products you
purchase and their prices. This allows you to easily compare prices.
If you find an item on sale, the purchase history helps you make sure the
price is really as low or lower than what you usually buy. The history information is also precious when you buy in bulk as it gives you an idea of your
consumption.
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Checkout and meal planning
When you check out at the register, iShopNCook takes you through the
checkout sequence, that is:
1. gives you the list of coupons to present at the register;
2. lists the items in sale so that you can check their prices was correctly
reduced;
3. gives you the possibility to schedule the recipes by adding them to
your calendar (if you haven't already) to make sure your supplies will
not be wasted;
4. and remove the checked items from the shopping list.
You can then continue your shopping in other stores. The remaining shopping list adapts itself each time automatically to the configuration of the current supermarket, so that you don't lose time by going back and forth between the aisles.
You end up your shopping trip in the shortest time with a meal plan and the
full supplies you need for it.

Conclusion
I hope you enjoyed reading about my grocery shopping concept.
Since I started using this app, I have so much fun shopping! And it has been
keeping my grocery budget low and helping me be in control of my cooking.
I hope it will do the same for you.
Here are a few comments of the beta testers, who had a few months to play
with the app:
“Thank you for this excellent, user friendly app. I love iShopNCook. It is so easy to
add my own recipes and have them at my finger tips. Even though I have made my
shopping list, I can still double check a recipe's ingredients when I am shopping. If I
think about making another recipe while I am in the market, I can check it on my
phone and not have to make an extra trip. Sharing a recipe is so easy... just click on
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it and send it by email, print it, or share it on Facebook! I have recommended to
many friends.” Susan, Sharon, MA, USA
“iShopNCook is a highly valuable and easy to use app. It has simplified a lot my
shopping. Our family loves it and we use it regularly. One of the best apps in terms
of making life easier.” Thomas Kessler, Bonn, NRW, Germany
“Love the ability to have the recipes with me at all times. I love the ability of it
syncing with the desktop / cloud. Makes cooking my "recipes" at friends homes or on
vacation very easy. I've used the desktop version for years and have been waiting
for the iPhone version for a long time. The iPhone version did not let me down.
Great!” Gus, Miami, Florida, US
“iShopNCook allows the user to access recipes from around the world , store them
in a smart phone/iphone; and develop grocery shopping lists at an instant. It allows
one to more deeply appreciate the culinary arts from around the world and to appreciate different cultures through cooking. Cooking and sharing recipes becomes the
"New Universal Language"!” E.J. Ledet, Bellingham, Washington, USA
“Ever since I began using iShopNCook, I cannot stress how much easier my meal
planning has become. This is the best recipe app you will find.” Mandy Clark, Syracuse, NY, USA

Happy shopping!
Mathilde Rufenacht
PS: A big thank to all the beta testers for taking the app through its pace and
helping me rid it of bugs.

More information:
http://www.iShopNCook.com
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